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Student Scholars and Leadership Recognition Banquet - 4/8/03

*Seasons of Success," SHeA an appropriate theme for CASNR Ag Week and this
Student Scholars and Leaders Recognition Banquet
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- Rdi n 1y the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources contributes to
that success
- Morrill Act made education available to people to whom it hadn't been
available before
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ChuiL &£ the "Seasons of Success" theme, thmk of the seasons

,~each

person's life
- some seasons enjoyable
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- some seasons };l.Qt 88 tHHe~ bring hard times; budget crisis facing state and
~
university one oftho88 Rot SQrenjoyabl@ seas6n~ for NebtdSka
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- all choices bad; t~ made because alternatives even worse
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*Undergraduate teaching vital part of the land-grant university mission
- first priority of the university
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- Q8iRg all caR iR: these times of b1:.JQget efisis t6-protect undergraduate
f\

programs

~ ffiMcR as fl6~~ible; may not be able to do entirely,~
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i( *fedicated to seeing you get a quality education in CASNR-:,,"an education to
provide the academic basis for your future "Seasons of Success"
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/*SBYi6HSGYOU have had great success already, and that is recognized here
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tonight.

*Look with real enthusiasm to seeing your success in the future
_ All

thg£e

wh~ contribute to it, an~ud you for it (family, friends,

earlier teachers ... )
- CASNR's wonderful profs who take such an interest in students, sharing
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knowledge, mentoring, advising, opening doors
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